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HEN CHESTNUT HILL ACADEMY,

a private K - 12 school located in
northwest Philadelphia, decided
to build a dedicated Science and Technology
Center for its students, the school’s leadership decided early in the process to include
LEED design elements and seek certification.
The resulting building – which the architect,
Lilley-Dadagian Architects, just submitted for
a LEED Silver rating – is a showcase of Green
construction that combines an aesthetically
pleasing design with a host of environmentally-friendly elements to create a unique
learning environment.
Building
Much of the building’s green technology
doubles as teaching tools instructors use to
increase student awareness of green building
and the way their new Science and
Technology building works. A small array of
photovoltaic solar panels and a marine wind
turbine located on the roof feed electricity
into the grid to reduce the building’s utility
consumption. This energy is measured and
the data fed into a monitor in the lobby that
instructors use to teach students about the
value of alternative energy sources. Instead
of illustrating savings in kilowatt hours,
teachers can show students the practical benefits of solar and wind power in terms children can more easily grasp, such as how many

air conditioners could be powered at a given
time. Furthermore, the data center display in
the lobby also integrates a rooftop weather
station – rain gauges, hydrometers, barometers, thermometers and anemometers – that
teachers can use as part of their classes.
Another green feature on the roof is the
solar hot water energy collection system. A
manifold of evacuated tubes on the roof
absorbs the sun’s energy and transfers this
energy to a circulating loop of glycol. The
loop runs through the hot water heater and
the glycol transfers the heat energy to the
water. The glycol is cooled in the process then
flows back up to the roof where the cycle
begins again. An electric element in the
heater compensates when the water temperature drops below its setpoint.
Site
The site engineer, Cairone & Kaupp, worked
with the Morris Arboretum to design a site
that manages storm water while simultaneously extending the classroom experience to
the outdoors. The building, which is designed
to collect rain water and grey water for irrigation and the flushing of toilets, is bordered by
two rain gardens of indigenous plants –
Pennsylvania sedge, Virginia wild rye and
switchgrass – that absorb excess rain water. In
the event the tank’s capacity is exceeded, one
garden specifically absorbs overflow from the
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grey water system, while the other absorbs
water channeled off the roof. The site itself
was replanted with 88 new trees that are
indigenous, including American holly, sweet
bay magnolia, sourgum and scarlet oak.
The adjacent parking lot consists of porous
asphalt paving over a subsurface infiltration
bed designed for a 100-year storm. Overflow
water is channeled through a perforated
pipe enclosed in geotextile and stone that
ultimately terminates in a level spreader that
allows excess water to percolate out and
onto grade. The lot itself has bike racks and
designated hybrid car spaces to promote
environmentally friendly travel.
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Photovitalic solar panels and a marine wind turbine on the roof feed electricity
into the grid to reduce the building’s utility consumption.
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New name.
Goldenberg Rosenthal is now Amper, Politziner & Mattia.
Our name may have changed, but we still offer innovative financial
management solutions to help build your company’s success.
For decades, contractors have turned to Goldenberg Rosenthal, LLP (GR) for the resources and expertise
that will help them increase profits. GR has now combined forces with Amper, Politziner & Mattia, CPAs, a
large regional accounting firm with locations in, New Jersey and New York, to offer our clients the same
outstanding service that has become our hallmark, with additional access to enhanced resources.
We have earned an excellent reputation for providing cutting-edge services to your industry. Along with
standard accounting, audit and tax, we provide the following services to help you reach your goals:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Cash Flow Projections and Analysis
Financing Solutions
Tax-Favored Transactional Structures
Job-Costing Systems
Job Profitability Planning
Year-Round Tax Planning

•
•
•
•
•
•

Mergers and Acquisitions
Employee Benefit Planning
Business Succession Planning
Business Valuations
Risk Management
Financial Benchmarking

For more information, contact Gary S. Master, CPA, CDS, CIT, Partner-in-Charge
of Construction and Real Estate Services at 215-881-8800 or visit us on the web at

www.amper.com
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Forward to the Future
Now that the green revolution is truly taking shape, we can expect to see some visible
changes in design and construction through
the next few years. According to Greg Smith,
Turner Construction Company’s Regional
Preconstruction Manager and a former DVGBC
Board Member, some developments we can
expect to see in the coming years include:
• Window glazing enhancements such as
tinting, double and triple glazing, and
specialty coatings that improve thermal
performance by up to 50%
• Building-integrated photovoltaic (PV)
curtainwall systems in which thin layers
of PV solar cells are laminated between
layers of thin glass and installed in conventional curtainwall and skylight systems. PV curtainwall systems can generate almost 10W of power for every
square foot of wall space
• Storm water collection systems that capture rain water from roof drains for flushing toilets or other non-potable water
demands, much like the storm water system used at the Science and Technology
Center
• Cogeneration plants that use high-pressure steam to both generate electricity
and drive turbine chillers for cooling,
thereby counterbalancing rising utility
costs over the life cycle of the building
As the Science and Technology Center
demonstrates, green building is more than a
trend: it is a reality.■
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